Ref.: MQflex_FV3-AR-A positive assessment

Dear Sir,

According to LoRa Alliance Certification process description for LoRaWan devices detailed in the “MQflex_FV3-AR-A -LoRaWAN Certification Questionnaire V2.2[77][65].pdf”, the certification by similarity is an option to get the LoRa Alliance Certification.

Based on the information provided by Comcast, the device “MQflex_FV3-AR-A” this device is a variant device which design is based on the already LoRaWAN certified device “MQ RF Core Module”, and meets all requirements specified by the LoRa Alliance to apply be certified by Similarity according to LoRaWAN Specification v1.0.2 for the US902-928 region.

According to the documentation provided by Comcast, the device under certification, has:

• The same LoRa transceiver
• The same LoRa protocol SW version
• The same MCU Core
• The same Clock design and implementation

As the primary device.

Data provided by Comcast complies with LoRa Alliance requirements for certification by similarity.

Noemi Perez Dans
LoRa Lab Manager